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water against his bedroom door till he went to sleep. I 
was once told, when on a salmon inspection, that a cer
tain miller could sleep so long as the continued whirr of the 
mill wheel was going on, but directly the noise stopped he 
awoke. 

The deepest sleep is always just before dawn. It is, I be
lieve. probable that some change takes place at this time in 
the atmospheric condition, as the hour just before daw n is se
lected by savages to make their attack, and it is at this time 
also, I believe, that a great proportion of children are born. 
When staying at a country house, unfortunately, the visitor 
not accustomed to country sounds gets often woke up. The 
abominable cocks begin their horrible crowing, called, in 
Herefordshire, "cock shoot." I recollect on one occasion, 
after the wretched cocks had gone from the fowl house to 
feed, I fell asleep, and then there came a most awful cry of 
agony; in fact, the farmer killed a pig under my window
enough to wake anybody. This pig was most vociferous, 
but as he was immolated in honor of my arrival, I could not 
say much. 

My monkeys always get sleepy when the gas is lighted in 
my study, where I and my monkeys always sit. This room 
was once called by the servants the" Master's room"; but 
I found out lately, by accident, that they now call U the 
.. Monkey's room." This is Darwin going backwards! 

Dogs, likewise, will sleep at night if they can; cats, lob. 
serve, are sleepy in the morning, the reason being that the 
wretches have been out all night, and, of course, feel very 
seedy in the morning, and doubtless their heads ache some· 
times; and it serves them right if they did. considering the 
row they make, fighting and caterwauling! I have strong 
reasons to think that my own black cat is president of a free 
and easy club, for they hold their meetings among the ruins 
of the Colosseum at the back of my house. This a regular 
.. cattery." All the stray cats in the Regent's Park and the 
neighborhood come here to arrange family matters'; some
times they come into a back allar where I keep skeletons, 
casts, etc., and kindly supply me with a fine lot of kittens, 
which I convert into skeletons,'casts, etc. I confess I do 
not know how to get rid of caterwauling cats. Will any 
one teU us? 

I now venture to suggest a new but simple remedy for 
want of sleep. Opiates in any form, even the liqw>1' opii 
sedat., and chlorodyne, will leave traces of their influence 
the next morning. I therefore prescribe for myself---;and 
have frequently done so for others-opions: simply common 
oinions raw, but Spanish onions stewed will do. Everybody 
knows the taste of onions; this is due to a peculiar essential 
oil contained in this most valuable and healthy root. Thill 
oil has, I am sure, highly soporific powers. In my own case 
they never fail. If I am much pressed with work, and feel I 
shall not sleep, I eat two or three small onions, and the ef· 
fect is magical. Onions are also excellent tllings to eat 
when much exposed to intense cold. Mr. Parnaby, Troutdale 
Fishery, Keswick, informs me that, when collecting salmon 
and trout eggs in the winter, he flnds that common raw 
onions enable him and his men to bear the ice and cold of 
the semi-frozen water much better than spirits, beer, etc., 
The arctic expedition, just now about to start, should there· 
fore take a good stock of onions. Finally, if a person can
not sleep, it is because the blood is in his brain, not 
in his stomach; the remedy, therefore, is obvious: call 
the blood down from the brain to the stomach. This is 
to be done by eating a biscuit, a hard boiled egg, a bit of 
bread and cheese, or something. Follow this up with a glass 
of wine or milk, or eVlln water. and you will fall asleep, and 
will , I trust, bless the name of-Frank Buck/,and, in Land 
(tnd W(tter. 
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ANILINE �olors can be used to impart to paraffin candles 
most beautiful red, purple, and violet tints. 
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The FUgh' of Birds. 

1'0 the Editor of the &ientijk American: 

u' 

The ability (possessed by some birds) of hovering or re
maining fixed over a given point during the prevalence of a 
breeze, and that, too, without any apparent motion or exer
tion, has ever been a fruitful theme for speculation. Some 
regard it as a phenomenon beyond the penetraticn of the hu
man mind, while others refer it to the positive and negative 
forccs of electricity, to the fact that the bones of the bird 
are hollow, or to some other cause. The most recent publi
cation pertaining to this subject is an elaborate work by J. 
B. Pettigrew, M. D., who has long been regarded as an au
thority in the old ,world. Though one hundred pages are 
devotl'd to "progression through the air," I think only one 
reference is made to the subject of hovering. On page 115, 
he informs us that the hawk, when hovering, sustains his 
body" by the action of his wings." But the modus operan
di and mechanical principles involved are not explained. 
Neither is it possible to deduce them from the results of any 
of his experiments. It is to be regretted that the learned 
gentleman was not a little more explicit on a point that is 
quite as remarkable as anything relating to the subject of 
which he treats. 

I submit a solution on simple mechanical principles, which 
illustrates not only how a bird may remain fixed in a current 
of air, but explains other equally well known facts, name
ly, how it can rise or fall in a vertical line, or move ahead or 
back, to the right or left, in a honwntal line, and that, too, 
without the expenditure of muscular force other than may 
be necessary to keep its body poilled in a proper position. It 
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is based on the fact that the course of the wind over the sur
face of the earth is not always horizontal, but sometimes in. 
clined upward. That becomes evident whea we reflect that 
winds are caused, primarily, by unusual heat in the air in a 
given locality, causing it to rise, and giving the surrounding 
air a tendency to rush in to fill up the space, the same cause 
imparting both an onward and an upward movement. This 
may be illustrated on a small scale by a burning gas jet, 
which heats the air, causing it to rise. If the air in the 
room be permeated with smoke, or any substance by which 
its motion can be discerned, it can be seen that, as the air 
rushes in to feed the flame, the smoke moves with an up
ward inclination. If this be not true of winds (under some 
circumstances at least), how is it possible to account for sand 
being carried by wind into a second story window, or the 
cinders of a volcano 1,000 miles out to sea, or a stick of tim
ber, one foot square and twenty feet long, being raised from 
the ground and carried a long distance through the air du
ring the passage of a tornado? These results could not be 
produced by horizontal air currents. With this understood, 
we have but to apply the law relating to the parallelogram of 
forces in order to comprehend the annexed sketch, illustra
ting various mysterious movements in the flight of birds. 
H H' represents a horizontal line, eG a vertical line, and C 
the centers of gravity and of resistance, which coincide. we 
represents the direction in which the wind is blowing, and 
e W', the direction in which it is refiected from the under 
surface of the bird's wing. The resulting pressure or thrust 
of the wing will be at right angles to its surface, or in the 
direction of tIle line, C T. 

Another force is brought to bear on the bird. It is the 
force of the wind against its body, and is exerted in the di
rection of the line, e F. This fOlce we will suppose to be 
to the thrust of the wings as 2 to 7; yet it is not essential 
just what the ratio is. The resultant of these two forces, 
e F and C T, will he exerted in the direction of the line, e 
R. If the wind he blowing so as to produce a force of 2 
ozs. in the direction of the line, e F, the line, C T, will re
present a force of 'I 02S., and the line, C R, 8 oz.�., that be· 
ing the comparative length of the lines forming the parallel
ogrum, e F R T. This resultant force, C R, being exerted 
in a vertical direction, and the weight of the bird being 8 
OZS., there will be an equiliblium between the two forces, 
and the bird will remain suspended as in hovering. 

Should the wings of the bird be expanded so as to present 
more surface, or should the wind increase in force, then the 
resultant force will be greater than 8 ozs., and the bird will 
move upward in a vertical line; but if the wings are con
tracted 80 that the force of the wind on them is diminished, 
and the resultant force is less than 8 ozs., then the bird will 
descend in the same vertical line. 

Should the angle which the wings make with a horillOntal 
line be increased, the direction of the resultant force, C R, 
will not coincide with a vertical line, but will incline for
ward of it, and the bird will move forward in a horizontal 
line. The movement will then correspond to that of a close
hauled vessel sailing near the eye of the wind, the weight of 
the bird serving as a fulcrum, and corresponding to the keel 
or centerboard of the vessel. 

If the angle of the wings be diminished so that the direc
tion of the resultant force inclines aft of a vertical line, the 
bird will move backward in a vertical line, provided that 
the magnitude of the resultant force be 8 ozs. 

If the body and wing/! of the bird be careened to the 
right, so that the direction of the resultant force inclines to 
the right of a vertical line, the bird will move to the right 
in a horizontal line; but if the bird be careened to the left, 
then the motion will be reversed. It will be seen from the 
above that the movement is dependent on two conditions, 
namely. the ability of the bird to control the amount of the 
resultant force by increasing or diminishing the expanse 
of its wings, enabling it to rise and fall in a vertical 
line, and, secondly. its ability to control the direction of 
the resultant force by altering the inclination of its wings, 
whereby it is enabled to m<>ve to any point of the com
pass in a horizontal line. By a proper combination of those 
conditions, an infinite variety of e,volutions and manamvers 
can be performed, but an explanation of these is more com· 
plicated. 

The sketch is not intended to be in proportion or to repre
sent positions accurately, but only the general application of 
principles. F. G. FOWLER. 

Bridgeport, (",onn. 
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Finding the Meridian, 

To tM Editor of the Scientift American: 

I have used for the above named purpos@, while surveying 
the experimental line for the original Pacific Railroad thirty 
years ago, a simple expedient, of which I send you a sketch . 
A is a board about two feet square, placed level on the 
ground and secured by pegs; near the southerly corner a 

staff,B. ill raised perpendicularly. On the top of B is placed 
in a slit a piece of tin, e, having a small hole in it; this tin 
is placed nearly at right angles with the rays of the sun at 
noon. A plumb line is passed through the hole in the tin, 
and the point, E ,  is marked. From this as a center, a num· 
ber of c,oncentric lines are marked on the board. Towards 
noon, the sun's rays. passing through the hole in the tin, e, 
will pass over the board from F to G,as shown by the dotted 
line. If, before noon,the point be marked where the shadow 
crosses one of the concentric lines, say at I, and again where 
it passes the same line after noon, at K, and if a perpendicu
lar be raised from the points, K and I, at M, then a line 
drawn from E through M gives the correct meridian. 

Thus any person can lay out the true meridian; and the 
variation of the compass from the true north can be ascer
tained with the greatest nicety, a point of the highest impor
tance tosurveyors, as the variation of the needle is, in most 
places in our western States,an uncertain quantity. 

JOSEPH A. MILLER. 
- --

[For the Sclentltlc American.) 

THE PAL.S OF THE AlIAZONS. 

:BY PROFESSOR JAMES ORTON. 

Palms, bananas, and ferns are the three forms of special 
beauty peculiar to a tropical forest. Of these, the first give 
the most striking, as well as the most graceful, feature to 
the landscape. The elegance of the tall, slendel'stem, rough 
with the scars of fallen leaves, but branchless and symme
trical as a column, and the luxuriance of the feathery or 
fan-like foliage tossed out of the summit, compel admiration 
which no amount of familiarity tendil to diminish. 

It is usuaUy supposed tlaat the palms tower over all th� 
other trees, their crowns standing so far above the surround· 
ing vegetation as to give Humboldt's idea of "a forest a bove 
a forest." Along the Rea coast and river banks, this is true; 
but within the virgin forest, the loftiest pallis rarely pxceed 
the average hight of the exogenous trees. The highest may 
measure 130 feet, while the Brazil nut tree stands 200 feet. 

Palms have a wonderful development of the organs of 
fructification, a smgle individual bearing half a million of 
fiowers. Yet the number of trees representing a species is 
not in proportion. This is mainly due to the fact that the 
fruit i8 frequently aborted, or forms the food of hosts of ani. 
mals, insects, birds, and mammals. Even man dependii 
upon the palms for many important products--wood and 
leaves for hal)itlltions, bark and leaves for cloth and cord
age, buds and fruit for food. The Indians call the mirid the 
.. tree of li fe. " 

At the be),rililling of this century, only twenty-three spe 
cies of palms were known to the scientific world. Now, 
mainly through the labors of Humboldt and Bonpland, Spix 
and Martins, Poeppig, Wallace, Spruce, Wendland, and 
Griesbach, in the new world, and of Blume and Griffith in 
the old, we distinguish nearly 600 species. These belt the 
earth between the latitudes of New Zealand and South Car
olina. Humboldt was right in calling South America the 
:·.�ost beautiful portion of the palm world. Certainly it 
)ields to no continent in exuberance and variety. Europe 
haB but one species, and Africa comparatively few; India is 
the only rival. There are 273 American forms, and proba· 
bly 75 of these are peculiar to tll.e Amazonas. 

Palms have small power of migration: and it does not ap
pear that any species is able to cross the ocean without the 
aid of man. They are distributed between the sea shore 
and the altitude of 11,000 feet. A few species range from 
the roots of the Andes across the whole plain to the Atlantic; 
but many are restricted to certain tributaries-to the Lower 
Amazons, the Solimoens, or the Maraiion. Palms are far 
more abundant on the east than on the west side of the An· 
des, and the species are entirely distinct. 

The following are the most important palms observed in 
ascending the Amazons and its chief afiluents. The first two 
are fan-leaved; all the rest have feathery leaves. 

Mirit!, so called in Brazil, the Achuiil of !'eruvianl!, the 
Mawritia ftuxuJ3a of SCIence, is the most universally distri
buted palm in the valley, abounding from the shores of the 
Atlantic to the altitude of 3,000 feet on the Andes of Pem, 
Ecuador, and New Granada. It is distinguished from all 
others by having both fan-shaped leaves and scaly fruits. It 
is a social palm, forming groves along the low shores at the 
mouths of tributaries and ",bout Rwampy lakes. It is always 
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